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AN OMP SCHEDULE DOMAIN
Resource Allocation Problem
• Over-Subscribed
• Large Numbers of Complex
Requests
• Changes in Tasking
- Changes in Environment
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OMP Interface Designed as Developmental
Interface for Automated Scheduling System
• Information Underload : Strip Charts
• Information Overload
= Histograms, Filtered Gantt
• Modifying Tasks _ Edit Window
• Events _ Command Window










When deleting tasks, show only the lower
priority tasks which form the deletion pool







After Filter: Show only those tasks pertinent to scheduling action




Two major considerations in
specifying a user interface:
• Functional Distribution
• Type of User
\
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INTERPRETING USER INTERACTION
Need to interpret user interaction in the development of















Interpreting User Interaction Using
DYNAMIC OVERLAYS
\
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RANSITIONING THE INTERFACE
OMP is in the process of identifying how to
transition from an automated/developmental interface
to an integrated/operational interface












Assist al_ end-user Of
the SCHEDULE In the
Process of lnDut/outDut
for tf_e schecluler
(BL ACK BOX OPER AT IONS )
DevelOD heuristics which
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